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13.12.2021
Dear Parents,
As we begin our final week of 2021 in school, I thought I would update you on the events that we have planned
in the coming days. There is obviously a lot in the news about Covid-19 and levels of infection. At our school,
levels of infection are still low. We have three children who are isolating currently due to a positive test.
Tomorrow is our whole school trip to Theatre Clwyd to watch the pantomime Beauty and the Beast. I know that
many children have been looking forward to this for some time now. We have made the decision to continue
with the trip, as the children will be together with their classes, just as they would be in school. All accompanying
adults will wear a face mask in the theatre and have to show an NHS covid pass on arrival.
We really are keen to make sure that we keep things as normal as possible for the children as we approach
Christmas, however, if you wish for your child not to attend the pantomime, please get in touch to discuss.
The KS2 Carol Concert is planned for Wednesday at 1:30 and 6pm in the church. Again, we are really keen for
this event to take place. The children have worked really hard and will be putting on a great spectacle. As I
mentioned for the KS1 event last week, the church requires that all adults wear a face covering throughout their
time in the church and I would encourage you to take a LFT covid test before the event if possible. We have
allocated 2 tickets per family and will be filming a performance for you to share with your close family. Of course,
we would really like all children to be involved in the concert, but if you are not planning to bring your child to the
evening performance, please let us know so that we can make sure that all parts are covered.
Whilst following all guidance, we really hope to make this year’s build up to Christmas a good one for all involved.
Thank you in advance,
Yours sincerely,

Mr Gilbert

